Simulating organic aerosol formation during the photooxidation of toluene/NOx mixtures: comparing the equilibrium and kinetic assumption.
Organic compounds contribute an appreciable mass to particulate matter and thus impact the hygroscopic and radiative properties of an aerosol distribution. Being able to predict the chemical and physical properties of aerosols based on their size and composition is critical to assessing their impact on air quality, visibility, and climate change. In this study, a comparison was performed between an equilibrium and a kinetic model for simulating organic aerosol formation during the photooxidation of toluene/NO/isopropyl nitrite mixtures. Both models used an explicit gas-phase toluene scheme (University of Leeds Master Chemical Mechanism version 3.0) and provided a prediction of individual products partitioned to the aerosol phase. After incorporating a heterogeneous wall reaction scheme regenerating NOx from HNO3 and HNO2, the gas-phase scheme was able to simulate the observed toluene decay within 5% and NO decay within 30% for all of the chamber experiments. The models reproduced the general magnitude of the aerosol yields but suggest a weaker trend dependence on aerosol mass loading. A few nonvolatile compounds were predicted to compose the majority of the aerosol-phase mass with multifunctional organic nitrates being the dominant organic aerosol functional group. The hygroscopic diameter growth factor for the organic phase was predicted to be 1.1 at a relative humidity of 79%. We conclude with a list of recommended laboratory experiments to help constrain and validate aerosol process models.